
L I G H T I N G 

PRODUCT NAME: Eternity 
ITEM NUMBER: 39779-BCPC

Please consult your electrician for hanging fixture and wiring

Below is a list of recommended dimmers
Lutron MACL-153M
Lutron DVL-153P
Lutron SCL-153P
Leviton IPL06-10Z
Leviton 6674-POW

Due to inrush current wattage should not 
exceed 150 watts of product a 600 watt 
dimmer.

119W LED

The fixture is designed to Dim With a standard 
Triac forward phase dimmer. Dimming levels 
will vary by dimmer. The  above belongs in a 
box with recommended drivers

WARNING: Wires need to be connected to driver 
in canopy and should not be connected directly to 
power source or a short may occur



IMPORTANT: Turn off power at the main fuse or circuit breaker box before starting installation
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Step1: Remove mounting bracket (A) and 
install to electrical box. Mark where 
anchors(B) meet ceiling, remove mounting 
bracket from ceiling, and then drill holes 
using 3/16" drill bit where marked (B). 
install and attach anchors to secure 
bracket at ends

Step3: Wire fixture to wire in outlet 
box. Black is live, White is neutral 
and Copper is ground.

2.) 

Step 2: Adjust wire to the desired 
mounting height. (If cutting wire is 
necessary see instructions 2a on page 3). 
Secure fixture to ceiling using finials(D) 
provided. 

 Cleaning & Care:
Clean with a soft and a mild Detergent. 

Do not use Abrasive cleaner 

\ 



Pendant Wires Driver Wires 

Pendant Driver
InnerWire (+) Driver Red (+) 
Outer Mesh (-) Driver Black (-)
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1. Connect both MESH (-) wires from each ring together. Then, connect  Mesh  wires to the
Black wire.
2. After, connect both INNER (+) wires together. Then, connect  INNER(+) wires to the Red wire

STEP 2a.
If wire was cut while adjusting the height, please note the wire consist of an outer mesh (-) and inner wire (+). 
Strip wire to expose inner wires(+), then separate mesh (-) from inner wire (+). 

This fixture comes with 3 drivers (1x)700mA, (2x)900mA. The 700mA driver supplies power to the smallest 
rings (30" & 40"). One 900mA driver per large ring (50", 60").  (See diagram below)

2b.
Smaller Rings (to 700mA driver)

2c.
Large Rings (to 900mA driver)

1. Connect MESH (-) wire from 50" ring to Black wire (-). Then the inner(+) wire from the fixture to the
Red wire (+)

2. Repeat the same step for 60" ring to the additional 900mA diver.
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